
Asteroid Crawl #330
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Large cardboard box (or a

few smaller ones big enough

to crawl through)

Coloured Balls, sensory balls

or rolled up socks to form

‘balls’.

Rope Lights (optional)

Photos or pictures of stars,

planets etc if you want to

stay with a space theme

(optional).

Sheet or lightweight blanket 

AGE GROUP Multiage

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Lay box on the side and open cardboard flaps at each end. If setting up for younger toddlers

and new crawlers I suggest cutting the cardboard flaps off as they can be too heavy to push

through.

If using space pictures stick to the inside - walls, roof and floor!

If using rope lights secure inside the roof of the box or on top of the box and just punch a

few holes so the light filters in. 

Add balls or sock balls to the inside of the box - not too many though as they are just meant

to be a slight obstacle challenge for infants and toddlers to crawl through - in one end and

out the other.

Hang a sheet or towel down over the entrance to make a ‘door’ or you can also tape some

ribbons or paper streamers on the top of the box so they hang down in front of the

opening/close.

Baby & Toddler 3-5 years

Curiosity Spark - Can we go IN and OUT? Can we crawl THROUGH?

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Add a basket to the other side of the box so toddlers can have fun throwing any

‘asteroids’ they collect in.

Cut holes in the top of a few smaller boxes and show children how to post balls

THROUGH the opening so the balls go INSIDE the box. Can they get them back OUT?

Challenging My

Gross 

Motor Muscles

Exploring & using 

my senses


